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whites - The Racial Slur Database
rsdb.org/race/whites
348 rows · Can be used towards racist whites who don't think they're racist. Bacon Bits:
Whites: White Trailer Trash that have ... Play on words: Cock/Cauc: Whites: Sort for ...

List of ethnic slurs - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ethnic_slurs
The term can also be non-racist when used as a shortened ... a white, rural South African
[from ... is a slang for Malaysians. Originally combined from 2 ...

List of ethnic slurs by ethnicity - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ethnic_slurs_by_ethnicity
List of ethnic slurs by ethnicity ... This list of ethnic slurs compiles words that are, ... It
also gave rise to the racist "monkey chants" in sports.

Broader ethnic categories · Individual ethnicities · Crossed ethnicities

The Racial Slur Database
www.rsdb.org
Stereotype of black women as nannies to white children, ... Stands for American
Ignorance as well as Artificial Intelligence-in other words ... The Racial Slur ...
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What are racist words for white people - qa.answers.com
qa.answers.com › â€¦ › African-American History
CrackerHonkeytrailer trashWhite TrashWhite boy can be offensive in certain instances
Haole is a Hawaiian word that refers to non-Polynesians, esp.

What are the racial slurs for white people? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-racial-slurs-for-white-people
What are the racial slurs for white people? The truth is that White people are really the
only ones making up these racist words. For this reason, there are not a lot of ones
geared toward them.

Urban Dictionary: racist
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=racist
the true deffinition is believing that one race is superior to all other. Hatred without reason
of another race. ETC. SADLY today that has changed. In todays world this is what
makes you racist: Mentioning race in any way Not being totally politically correct
Supporting your race Being white Telling a racist joke Judging by hair color Disliking ...

Common Words and Phrases That Are Racist - ATTN:
https://www.attn.com/.../6951/common-words-and-phrases-that-are-racist

1. Thug. Thug refers to a violent person or criminal, but it often takes on a racist â€¦

2. Gypsy and gyp. The Roma people are an ethnic group likely descended from â€¦

3. Grandfather Clause. The idea of a grandfather clause usually means that a person â€¦

4. No Can Do. The phrase was originally a way to mock Chinese people, according to â€¦

See all full list on attn.com

Offensive phrases that people still use - Business Insider
www.businessinsider.com/offensive-phrases-that-people-still-use...

1. "The itis" More commonly known now as a "food coma," this phrase directly alludes â€¦

2. "Uppity" A couple years ago, Rush Limbaugh pontificated that a NASCAR audience â€¦

3. "Peanut gallery" This phrase intends to reference hecklers or critics, usually ill â€¦

4. "Gyp" "Gyp" or "gip" most likely evolved as a shortened version of "gypsy" â€” more 
â€¦

See all full list on businessinsider.com

8 Racist Words You Use Every Day | Cracked.com
www.cracked.com › ARTICLES › History
8 Racist Words You Use Every Day. Facebook. Twitter. Google Plus. Stumble Upon.
Reddit. Pinterest. Add to Favorites. By Ned Resnikoff, Peter Hildebrand ...

what are racist words against whites? | Yahoo Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20110215160837AAy8wQE
Feb 15, 2011 · so iv heard a lot of racist words for black people, the main one is the N
word if a white person was to call a black person â€¦

A list of racist terms that white folks use that ... - Bossip
https://bossip.com/675641/watch-ya-mouth-the-most-offensive-terms...
Hold up nowâ€¦A List Of Words That White People Say The Makes Blacks CringeA lot of
people like to believe that we live in a post-race world, where we are all equal and
discrimination is a thing of
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